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then P is a set of multiplicity for trigonometric series. She further conjectured that the hypothesis (ii) was superfluous. Subsequently S. Verblunsky [3] introduced a lemma upon which he based a proof of the conjecture of Bari. For the sake of brevity we assume that the notation and construction used by Bari and Verblunsky are known [2, pp. 29-33; 3, pp.
290-294].
2. Verblunsky's lemma states that if p*y-i£P¿i and is to the left of d\, and if py_t < 2t(X -l)X_,n, KX < 2, then p\¡ can be represented as the sum of (a) a segment p££P¿,, of length ^ 27rX_m, plus (b) a sum of pairs of adjacent p'" d*a such that
Suppose p\j-x satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma and suppose
It is clear that perfect sets exist for which these conditions are satisfied for arbitrarily large m. These conditions require that d) be located close to the left end of pj_1 and that p\¡ be divided symmetrically by an appropriate düy1.
The conclusion of the lemma now is where * t+i t+i *+i Píy = P«y + \P*i-i + ¿a ) k+X k+1 k+1 k+1
p4y-i + dij < (X -l)p4y < P4y since X < 2. This contradicts (ii).
The proof [2, p. 39; 3, p. 300] of the lemma fails where it is stated that p\j-x cannot belong to both iC-i and P¿>-This is possible, the only requirement being that oj=pl^2w\1~m.
3. Theorem. Let the perfect set P be constructed as described in §1.
7/€m = o(l) and 9m = o(l/nm) where »;m = sup"èm (e"), then P is a set of multiplicity for trigonometric series.
Proof. Let For tfGP let im(x)=im be determined by ¡cGPui). Then {p^)} is a unique sequence, strictly decreasing to zero. For xÇlP and a fixed » choose the unique k = k(x, ») such that 1 1
The set {pjjfx)} covers P. This is a finite covering since every #Gp!£i determines the same p£. By eliminating the superfluous elements we obtain a unique minimal cover F", consisting of nonoverlapping intervals. Let f" denote the minimum k such that p^Ç:Vn. Then f"-»<» as
It is a standard result of the theory of uniqueness that the multiplicity will be established when we prove that (3) /" = » f F(x)e-™*dx = o(l). Equations (4) through (7) imply (3), and the proof is complete.
